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Touched The Caress Of Fate A Dark Romantic Fantasy
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a
correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of
philosophy.
When Gemma's eyes first meet the dark, piercing gaze of Evan James, an ominous shadow creeps into her life, ultimately leading her to face her destiny. She doesn't realize
Evan is one of Death's soldiers and that Death is summoning her. Her time is up: Gemma must die . . . and Evan has been sent to kill her.Can love rebel against fate?
Demons are real. And now I’m one of them. I never expected my boring, regular life to change on a night out with my best friend. I only thought I was going to celebrate her
birthday at a local club, not end up in a hospital after witnessing supernatural events that couldn’t possibly be real. Talk about being wrong. Now I’m seeing magic and the
paranormal everywhere. I’m being stalked by a guy who can be in multiple places at once. I’m overwhelmed by a hunger I can’t shake—an impossible hunger that compels me
to feed off the sexual energy of others, even if it might make me kill somebody. I’m losing control and entering a secret world that exists in the shadows of my own—a world filled
with vampires, werewolves, and demons who look just like anyone else. The night was supposed to be simple. Normal. After all, I thought I was human and my life thus far has
been unbelievably ordinary. Now it’s anything but.
From Elisa S. Amore, author of the #1 bestselling saga TOUCHED, comes a new spinoff series full of suspense, adventure, and love.
The autobiography of Helen Keller, who lost both sight and hearing by illness at nineteen months, and became a famous author and lecturer.
From the Bestselling Author of Touched - The Caress of Fate This story will make you feel emotions that won't easily leave your heart! -Consuelo, Goodreads.?????"A wonderful
prequel. As always, Elisa knows how to enchant readers with her writing, and here she offers us a piece of Evan William James's tormented past." -Coffe&Books
?????London,1720. A young boy escapes through the crowd, a young woman cries out in despair. For Evan James, one brief moment is enough to understand what has
happened and to set off in hot pursuit of the little thief. When Evan returns to restore her stolen goods--a priceless antique medallion--Lady Venetia is struck by the young man's
beauty, refined manner and noble spirit. She invites him to a reception taking place that evening at her father's estate. It would be a rare opportunity for Evan to mingle with
London's nobility and, one day, even to win the hand of Lady Venetia, whose dowry might save his family from financial ruin. And yet, something inside Evan makes him refuse,
as if, deep in his heart, he already feels he belongs to another woman. A woman he has yet to meet. A woman who, when the moment arrives, will forever seal his fate...With her
direct yet multi-faceted style, Elisa S. Amore skillfully weaves together love, mystery and action, bringing to life a tale that is passionate and intense, filled with boldness and
romance, a story that serves as the perfect introduction and prequel to Touched - The Caress of Fate.Fans of Veronica Roth, Stephenie Meyer, Cassandra Clare, and Lauren
Kate will love this series by Elisa S. Amore.Scroll up & click the buy button now to find out...
Considered by many the greatest war novel of all time, All Quiet on the Western Front is Erich Maria Remarque’s masterpiece of the German experience during World War I. I
am young, I am twenty years old; yet I know nothing of life but despair, death, fear, and fatuous superficiality cast over an abyss of sorrow. . . . This is the testament of Paul
Bäumer, who enlists with his classmates in the German army during World War I. They become soldiers with youthful enthusiasm. But the world of duty, culture, and progress
they had been taught breaks in pieces under the first bombardment in the trenches. Through years of vivid horror, Paul holds fast to a single vow: to fight against the principle of
hate that meaninglessly pits young men of the same generation but different uniforms against one another . . . if only he can come out of the war alive. “The world has a great
writer in Erich Maria Remarque. He is a craftsman of unquestionably first rank, a man who can bend language to his will. Whether he writes of men or of inanimate nature, his
touch is sensitive, firm, and sure.”—The New York Times Book Review
While pursuing her dream of becoming a novelist, Theodora works as a secretary. The protagonist of her book is modeled after her boss, James, who is stubborn and hard on his
assistants. But their similarities are no more than skin deep. Her protagonist is the ideal man—her boss is no match for him! So when the obstinate James falls in love with her, his
passionate attempts to win her backfire. She assumes her boss is testing her, and instead of falling for his seductions, she works even harder to be the best possible secretary
she can. James, meanwhile, only grows more and more attracted to Theodora!
Nine years ago, Michelle Grant was at rock bottom--until a chance meeting with a stranger gave her hope...and her first delicious taste of passion. Now a successful businesswoman, Michelle still remembers
the man she knew only as B.J.. And when fate brings them together again, the feelings she had for him come rushing back. But as soon as Brad Jamison speaks, Michelle realizes that the caring man she
once knew is now a hardened businessman without warmth or tenderness, and he doesn't remember her... Brad has heard the rumors that Michelle's success may be due more to her looks than her
brain--but he doesn't believe them. He knows how hard it can be for a black woman to get ahead in business. Indeed, when Brad finally meets Michelle, her head for business impressed him--while her
almond skin and smooth curves send his mind reeling. She seems so sweet...even familiar. But if he discovers the shared past that only she remembers, will it tear them apart forever?
With her signature blend of sensual fantasy, thrilling adventure, and breathtaking magic, Karen Marie Moning—the #1 New York Times bestselling author of such novels as Shadowfever and Dreamfever—is the
reigning queen of paranormal romance. Now in a convenient eBook bundle, here are the seven novels in her spellbinding Highlander series, featuring passionate love stories with a time-travel twist: Beyond
the Highland Mist, To Tame a Highland Warrior, The Highlander’s Touch, Kiss of the Highlander, The Dark Highlander, The Immortal Highlander, and Spell of the Highlander. “Highly original . . . sensual,
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hard-to-put-down romance. Karen Marie Moning is destined to make her mark on the genre.”—Romantic Times, on Beyond the Highland Mist Beyond the Highland Mist He is known throughout medieval
Scotland as Hawk. No woman could refuse his touch, but no woman ever stirred his heart—until Adrienne de Simone tumbles out of modern-day Seattle and into Hawk’s legendary bed. To Tame a Highland
Warrior He was born to a clan of Highland warriors of supernatural strength, but Gavrael McIllioch abandoned his name to escape the dark fate of his ancestors. Yet even from afar, he watches over Jillian St.
Clair. She is the only woman who can tame the beast within him—even as deadly enemies plot to destroy them both. The Highlander’s Touch A trick of fate has sent Lisa seven hundred years back in time
and into Scottish warrior Circenn Brodie’s chamber to tempt him with an all-consuming desire. For this woman he burns to possess is also the woman he has foresworn to destroy. Kiss of the Highlander
Enchanted by a powerful spell, Highland laird Drustan MacKeltar has slumbered for nearly five centuries, until an unlikely savior, Gwen Cassidy, awakens him. Bound to Drustan, Gwen is swept back to
sixteenth-century Scotland where a warrior with the power to change history will defy time itself for the woman he loves. The Dark Highlander Dageus MacKeltar is a sixteenth-century Scot trapped between
worlds, battling with the thirteen Druids who possess his soul. When Chloe Zanders is drawn into his world, she will face the challenge of a lifetime: fighting thirteen evil spirits for the heart of one irresistible
man. The Immortal Highlander Adam Black is free to roam across time in pursuit of his insatiable desires, until a curse strips him of his immortality and makes him invisible. The only woman who can see him
is Gabrielle O’Callaghan. It is the beginning of a long, dangerous seduction, the price of which could be their very lives. Spell of the Highlander Jessi St. James first sees the gorgeous man staring out at her
from the glass of an ancient mirror. Heir to the arcane magic of his Druid ancestors, Cian MacKeltar was trapped centuries ago inside the Dark Glass, and now an enemy will stop at nothing to reclaim it. And
Cian will stop at nothing to protect Jessi from a deadly fate. “[Moning’s] storytelling skills are impressive, her voice and pacing dynamic, and her plot as tight as a cask of good Scotch whisky.”—Contra Costa
Times, on Kiss of the Highlander Includes a tantalizing excerpt from Karen Marie Moning’s beloved novella Into the Dreaming.
It all starts as pretend… My best friend, and one of the most powerful men in New York, needs my help. Our first kiss is unexpected—but it still makes my skin sizzle, my knees go weak. The next one is in front
of his tight-knit family. We have to be convincing. But it’s so wicked hot, it almost fools me too. On our first night together, he tells me that I have to keep us both in check, because he doesn’t know how to
keep the lines from blurring… He touches me like I’m precious, and holds me close… barely stopping his fingers from pushing down the straps of my dress… Our second night is sexy as hell. Intense. Alluring.
How am I supposed to not fall in love?
Return to the Academy with Melany and her friends in this epic finale full of magic, mythology, and adventures.
From Lynn Kurland, the New York Times bestselling author of the Nine Kingdom series. Scotland, 1311. James MacLeod was the most respected—and feared—laird in all of Scotland. He loved his men like
brothers and his land with a passion. And he allowed no women to cross the threshold of his keep... New York City, 1996. With an indifferent fiance and a stalled writing career, Elizabeth Smith found passion
and adventure only in the unpublished romance novels that she wrote. Until a Scottish hero began calling to her... Elizabeth longed for the man of her dreams. But she knew she was overworked when she
began hearing his voice—when she was awake. To clear her mind, she took a walk in Gramercy Park. She dozed off on a bench—and woke up in a lush forest in forteenth-century Scotland. A forest
surrounding the castle of James MacLeod, an arrogant and handsome lord with a very familiar voice. Elizabeth would turn his ordered world upside down and go where no woman had ever gone before:
straight into his heart...
Is it salvation when the sacrifices are greater than the ends? Addiction to power can make a supernatural being commit the most human of sins, but is safety found with one’s own kind or does it lie in the
shade of the ones who have become a hybrid half-breed’s new family? Where does salvation exist? When does love become salvation? Or does it?
Once the night comes . . . Will Thorne is living a nightmare, his sanity slowly being drained away by a force he can't control. His talents have made him the perfect assassin for hire. But as he loses his grip on
reality, there is no calming him-until he finds his next target: the mysterious Holly Evernight. Love must cast aside the shadows Holly cannot fathom who would put a contract on her life, yet the moment she
touches Will, the connection between them is elemental, undeniable-and she's the only one who can tame his bouts of madness. But other assassins are coming for Holly. Will must transform from killer to
protector and find the man who wants Holly dead . . . or his only chance for redemption will be lost.
We know you are here, our brothers and sisters . . . Pressia barely remembers the Detonations or much about life during the Before. In her sleeping cabinet behind the rubble of an old barbershop where she
lives with her grandfather, she thinks about what is lost-how the world went from amusement parks, movie theaters, birthday parties, fathers and mothers . . . to ash and dust, scars, permanent burns, and
fused, damaged bodies. And now, at an age when everyone is required to turn themselves over to the militia to either be trained as a soldier or, if they are too damaged and weak, to be used as live targets,
Pressia can no longer pretend to be small. Pressia is on the run. Burn a Pure and Breathe the Ash . . . There are those who escaped the apocalypse unmarked. Pures. They are tucked safely inside the Dome
that protects their healthy, superior bodies. Yet Partridge, whose father is one of the most influential men in the Dome, feels isolated and lonely. Different. He thinks about loss-maybe just because his family is
broken; his father is emotionally distant; his brother killed himself; and his mother never made it inside their shelter. Or maybe it's his claustrophobia: his feeling that this Dome has become a swaddling of
intensely rigid order. So when a slipped phrase suggests his mother might still be alive, Partridge risks his life to leave the Dome to find her. When Pressia meets Partridge, their worlds shatter all over again.
In the beginning, there was an apple – And then there was a car crash, a horrible injury, and a hospital. But before Evening Spiker's head clears a strange boy named Solo is rushing her to her mother's
research facility. There, under the best care available, Eve is left alone to heal. Just when Eve thinks she will die – not from her injuries, but from boredom—her mother gives her a special project: Create the
perfect boy. Using an amazingly detailed simulation, Eve starts building a boy from the ground up. Eve is creating Adam. And he will be just perfect . . . won't he?
This stunningly illustrated coloring book is inspired by Elisa S. Amore's #1 bestseller TOUCHED. Relive every moment in Evan and Gemma's love story. With its beautiful handmade drawings, this amazing
coloring book brings their magic to life.
After The HUGE Success Of Touched Comes A New Heartwrenching Novel In The International Bestselling Series That Will Touch Your Heart And Leave You Breathless.
Touched - The Caress of Fate
HARRY POTTER MEETS PERCY JACKSON Demigods academy is a Young Adult Urban Fantasy novel for readers of all ages. Perfect for fans of Harry Potter and Percy Jackson.
THE BESTSELLING ANGEL SERIES EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT. Lovers of THE VAMPIRE DIARIES, TEEN WOLF, SHADOWHUNTERS, DIVERGENT, and FALLEN dive yourself into this series full
of Romance, Fantasy, Mythology and Adventure. Evan is an Angel of Death and his assignment is to kill Gemma because her time has come. But what if he falls in love with her?
The "New York Times" bestselling author of "The Compass of Pleasure" examines how our sense of touch is interconnected with our emotions Dual-function receptors in our skin make mint feel cool and chili
peppers hot.
He was meant to take her life but she stole his heart. My name is Evan and I'm a Soldier of Death. For centuries I've killed mortals in order to ferry their souls to the other side, until I met her and my fate is
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sealed. I must take her soul but what never occurred to me was that I would fall in love with her. If I don't kill her, the forces of heaven and hell will be unleashed, and others will come to take her . . . Will I be
able to protect her? -- Amazon.

Click the buy button now to meet Nicole and her friends again in this new story full of adventures!
From the New York Times bestselling author of Sarah's Key and A Secret Kept comes an absorbing new novel about one woman's resistance during an époque that shook Paris to its very
core. Paris, France: 1860's. Hundreds of houses are being razed, whole neighborhoods reduced to ashes. By order of Emperor Napoleon III, Baron Haussman has set into motion a series of
large-scale renovations that will permanently alter the face of old Paris, moulding it into a "modern city." The reforms will erase generations of history—but in the midst of the tumult, one woman
will take a stand. Rose Bazelet is determined to fight against the destruction of her family home until the very end; as others flee, she stakes her claim in the basement of the old house on rue
Childebert, ignoring the sounds of change that come closer and closer each day. Attempting to overcome the loneliness of her daily life, she begins to write letters to Armand, her beloved late
husband. And as she delves into the ritual of remembering, Rose is forced to come to terms with a secret that has been buried deep in her heart for thirty years. Tatiana de Rosnay's The
House I Loved is both a poignant story of one woman's indelible strength, and an ode to Paris, where houses harbor the joys and sorrows of their inhabitants, and secrets endure in the very
walls...
Hell is empty. The Devil is here. There is no road so long and winding as the one that leads you to the finish line. Every bend is meant to test you, every junction meant to bring you closer to
that place where love and sacrifice meet. To that place in the valley where the sun doesn
A sexy category romance from Entangled's Brazen imprint... The man she should want, or the man she craves... Fashion designer Ridley Ethridge thinks she's found the perfect, stable sort of
guy in her childhood friend Will Reaver. With seduction in her sights, she arranges to rock Will's world at an exclusive club that caters to those with adventurous and erotic appetites. What
happens next is both intense and satisfying—until Ridley's blindfold comes off to reveal Will's twin brother. The same twin who broke her heart eight years ago. Former soldier Garrett Reaver
hasn't ever gotten Ridley out of his system. And now that she's before him in all her submissive glory? He'll be damned before he lets someone else have her, especially his brother. Because
Garrett and Ridley have some seriously unfinished business to take care of, and it starts now. And this time, he'll show Ridley how exquisite a relationship with him could be...if their past
doesn't catch up to them first.
Cain Hawkins is a master at suppressing his desires. After all, he's been doing it for more than a century. What Cain wants more than anything is a man to love, but he knows that no matter
how much he craves it, it can never be. Cain is a Naverto demon, and to desire another man is more than forbidden, it is an act that will bring about his death. Cain keeps to himself, working
with abused horses on a small patch of land, all on his own. Then Cain's brother makes a request he can't refuse. Luke Forrester just wants a job and a place where he can recover from a
brutal beating. He dreams of a ranch where he can work with the horses he loves so much. He can't let the fact that he's had a crush on Cain for more than two years matter. Luke is
determined not to screw things up. He will prove to Cain it wasn't a mistake to hire him, and he won't allow the secret that he dreams about Cain every night interfere with his work. But working
and living in such close proximity can test the best of intentions, and when one kiss leads to something much, much more, everything changes. Cain must trust Luke completely. And together,
he and Luke must find a way to fight for Cain's humanity and save him from his demon clan before he is found out and they are ripped apart forever. -- CONTENT NOTE: This is an erotic
romance novel and contains explicit acts of male/male loving. Also contains sex in shifted demon form, as well as a scene of violent assault and sexual torture at the hands of a villain. -(Falling is book two in the Hawkins Ranch series but was written/can be read as a stand alone title)
For eReaders... Complete - Astacien wakes from a dream and takes you by the hand to draw you into her story, a fantastic adventure, to be sure, as her idyllic life is turned upside-down.
Living in a fantastic world of elves and orcs and wizards, Astacien is quick-tempered but courageous. She has been sheltered her entire life, but that is about to change as she embarks on a
journey that she soon realizes is no mere adventure, but a quest to (ultimately) save her world. She bravely faces danger, except for spiders, and fiercely protects what she loves. She's a
quirky blend of boldness and innocence. While she forges new and lasting friendships, an epic romance is also kindled, and it's her naivete that many can relate to and find endearing. As the
quest unfolds, she finds strength and purpose in herself as she is forced to face some truths that she never could have imagined. Fantasy, adventure and romance await.
Grey Janeway has lost his way. With no memory connecting him to his past, he is free to start over, and there is no better place to do that than San Francisco. In the city where rebuilding is a
matter of course as well as pride, Grey looks to carve out a life that suits a man with no history. He knows there is a fortune to be made in this gold rush town, and he's betting everything on
the success of his gaming hall and hotel. Berkeley Shaw is gifted—or cursed—with the ability to see what others can’t. When Colin and Decker Thorne learn of her peculiar talent, they are
desperate to hire her to find their youngest brother. Persuaded to leave Boston by the man whose use for her is always a means to an end, Berkeley arrives in San Francisco and finds herself
alone for the first time in years. When her path crosses Grey Janeway's, no second sight is required for her to recognize the end of one journey and the beginning of another. To help him, she
must help herself, and the healing, she will learn, begins with her heart. AWARDS: USA Today bestselling Author REVIEWS: "A winner! I didn't want the story to end." ~Stella Cameron THE
THORNE BROTHERS TRILOGY, in series order: My Steadfast Heart My Reckless Heart With All My Heart
Evan is an Angel of Death and his task is to kill Gemma because her time has come. But what if he falls in love with her?

Medusa remembers what it was like to be human and the memories are painful. As a monster, she's alone. Everyone who looks at her screams and transforms into a statue.
She's tired of trying to make friends and killing people instead. When one human man, Perseus, is sent to kill her by the gods, she accepts it. She's tired of this life and ready to
die. But instead of assassinating her, he falls in love after seeing what she suffers through. He can't look into her eyes, but he can touch her. His caress makes her body sizzle
with more passion than she's ever felt before. But can a monster find true love when she's accidentally killed everyone else she's cared about?
Demigods academy is a Young Adult Urban Fantasy novel for readers of all ages. Perfect for fans of Harry Potter and Percy Jackson.
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“She was supposed to kill vampires, not save them. Those were the rules. That was the lore.” A rare and powerful witch whose blood is lethal to vampires, Leila has always
viewed her serryn abilities as a curse. After seeing her mother slaughtered as a child, Leila longs for a safe, quiet life. That wish is shattered by Caleb Dehain – a vampire with a
dark past and a darker heart. The most feared serryn hunter of his generation, Caleb now needs the help of one of the witches he despises to save his dying brother. A serryn
who has no reason to help him. Except that he has her sister. Caleb and Leila are each other’s worst nightmare – but the slow-burning spark of attraction between them is
undeniable. Will Leila’s blood be his damnation? Or could her kiss be his salvation? Combining sizzling passion and dark, sinfully seductive vampire heroes, Lindsay J. Pryor's
writing is an exciting new find for those who love paranormal romance and urban fantasy. If you're a fan of J.R Ward, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Lara Adrian, Jeaniene Frost, Kelley
Armstrong, Christine Feehan or Kresley Cole then you'll love Lindsay J. Pryor's books too. The Blackthorn series reading order: 1.BLOOD SHADOWS 2.BLOOD ROSES
3.BLOOD TORN 4.BLOOD DEEP 5.BLOOD DARK 6. BLOOD INSTINCT 7. BLOOD BOUND What readers are saying about Blood Roses 'Blood Roses was an awesome
continuation of the Blackthorn series. Not only are Pryor’s characters and fathomlessly dark love stories fabulous, but her continual world building of Blackthorn blows me away.
Blood Roses is a highly recommended read! Gravetells.com ‘It pulls no punches, its heroes are on the edge, and its sex scenes are off the charts.' Thedemonlibrarian.com ‘I felt
as much a part of the emotional rollercoaster the characters themselves. Needless to say, I devoured the book in a single sitting! After reading the first two books of the
Blackthorn series I am definitely on the Lindsay Pryor fan bandwagon!’ VampireRomanceBooks.com ‘This is a deliciously dark book. This isn't your typical happily ever after
story, and I think that's what drew me to the series in the first place. This is the second book I've read, and I honestly think it's better than the first.’ RomFan Reviews
A. K. Larkwood's The Unspoken Name is a stunning debut fantasy about a young priestess sentenced to die, who at the last minute escapes her fate; only to become an
assassin for the wizard who saved her. What if you knew how and when you will die? Csorwe does—she will climb the mountain, enter the Shrine of the Unspoken, and gain the
most honored title: sacrifice. But on the day of her foretold death, a powerful mage offers her a new fate. Leave with him, and live. Turn away from her destiny and her god to
become a thief, a spy, an assassin—the wizard's loyal sword. Topple an empire, and help him reclaim his seat of power. But Csorwe will soon learn—gods remember, and if you
live long enough, all debts come due. “In the vein of Le Guin's magnificent Tombs of Atuan—if Arha the Eaten One got to grow up to be a swordswoman mercenary in thrall to her
dubious wizard mentor. I love this book so much."—Arkady Martine, author of A Memory Called Empire "I cannot recommend it enough." -- Tamsyn Muir, author of Gideon the
Ninth At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
When young Iqbal is sold into slavery at a carpet factory, his arrival changes everything for the other overworked and abused chidren there. It is Iqbal who explains to them that
despite their master's promises, he plans on keeping them as his slaves indefinetely. But it is also Iqbal who inspires the other children to look to a future free from toil...and is
brave enough to show them how to get there. This moving fictionalized account of the real Iqbal Masih is told through the voice of Fatima, a young Pakistani girl whose life is
changed by Iqbal's courage.
In this Renegade Angels novella from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Crossfire series, a powerful angel breaks all the rules by falling for the mortal whose life
she’s saved… Chained in the dark, Trevor Descansos endures pain and terror as vampires slowly drain the life from him. He finds mercy in Sentinel Siobhán, a beautiful avenging
angel with lethal wings. She draws Trevor from the depths of hell, wrapping him in the softness of the same feathers that she wielded like blades to cut down his tormentors.
Ageless and eternal, Siobhán has seen too much to be surprised by anything, but the mortal she finds in the pit of a vampire den shakes her to the core. Broken and near death,
his ravaged masculine beauty stirs the heart she hadn't realized she possessed. Though she’s tasked with eradicating the vampire disease sweeping across her world, she
nurses Trevor back to health, healing him even as he awakens a forbidden longing. But the true test has yet to come. Siobhán faces an even darker fate than Trevor’s, as she
falls from grace into mortal love...
Tormented by frightening premonitions and dangerous secrets, Gemma will have to summon all her courage if she wants to challenge Fate and resist the power of darkness. A
journey through dark, forbidden worlds, beyond the limits of fear.Are you strong enough to tempt Fate?
Signed by Elisa S. Amore, Bestselling Author of Touched - The Caress of Fate "A really cute, fun read and a great addition to the series." -USA TODAY Bestselling Author
Siobhan Davis "This was a fun read. I love that Gemma is so into books, and that she was reading Clockwork Prince!" -Shannon, Goodreads Peter and Gemma have been
friends since childhood. Peter has always been the one Gemma has turned to. It is his shoulder she cries on, and it is he who knows her better than anyone else. And, for as long
as he can remember, Peter has seen Gemma as more than just a friend. She is the only girl he has ever loved, the only one he would be willing to sacrifice everything for. But
how can he confess his feelings without ruining what they have? Perhaps the right moment is a trip to Split Rock Falls, the spectacular waterfalls not too far from town. There,
surrounded by the beauty of unspoiled woods and crystal waters, Peter will finally be able to reveal what is in his heart, and Gemma will understand that the two of them are
meant for each other. But Peter does not realize that Gemma's destiny has already been written... We meet several characters from Touched - The Caress of Fate in this
prequel, where the threads of love, friendship and suspense intertwine in a storyline that is direct and at the same time full of twists and turns, simple yet unexpected. Fans of
Veronica Roth, Stephenie Meyer, Cassandra Clare, and Lauren Kate will love this series by Elisa S. Amore.
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